


ALCO Designs is a manufacturer of merchandising displays catering mainly, but not exclusively, to the supermarket 
Industry. We are based in Gardena, CA and our display solutions are manufactured on-site and overseas from a variety 
of materials including plastic, wood and steel.

Over the years, we have developed overseas manufacturing capabilities with on-site management which make 
the scope of our capabilities virtually endless and our prices even more competitive. With the combination of our 
merchandising capabilities at home and our overseas partners, this makes us a serious contender for any and all of 
your upcoming bids. Simply contact one of our capable sales associates for help.

ALCO DESIGNS CORPORATE OFFICE

ALCO DESIGNS GLOBALIZATION
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PRICES
Price quotes are given in U.S. dollars and are effective for 30 days after the quote is received. All orders will be received with the 
understanding that prices will be those in effect at the time of shipment. These prices are exclusive of all export fees, transportation 
charges, sales taxes or any special taxes, which may be levied by Federal, State or City Governments.

SHIPPING & HANDLING
The customer is responsible for all freight charges. ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. will research and ship your order using the most 
reasonable method and carrier. ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. will prepay and add freight charges to your invoice. Our Customer 
Service Department will track your shipment, provide freight quotes and provide proof of delivery. International shipping is available to 
most countries. If you have a preferred United States export freight forwarder, please provide the name, address and phone number 
at the time of your order. Normal shipping does not include inside delivery. You are responsible for unloading from the carrier’s 
tailgate into you premises. If you have special delivery requirements, please notify us at the time of your order.

RETURNS
The request to return goods must be made within 60 days of the Invoice Date. No merchandise may be returned without a written 
authorization from the factory. Contact ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. - Customer Service at 1.800.228.2346 or 1.310.353.2300 to 
request authorization. Return merchandise must be sent Freight Prepaid by sender and is subject to a 30% Restocking Charge. All 
return goods must be in unused condition and packaged in their original shipping cartons and packing material to avoid damages in 
transit. Credit issued will be based only on product returned in re-stockable condition. The determination of the condition of the goods 
will be made solely by ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. Custom or non-standard merchandise may not be returned.

TERMS
Net 30 days, subject to credit approval. To establish credit, please fill out the credit application provided on page 284 along with the 
credit references form. Please fax completed forms to ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. - Fax no. 1.310.353.2301 and allow a minimum 
of 5 business days for an account to be established. Pre-payment on Visa, Mastercard, Discover or C.O.D. payments are acceptable 
on all orders. All orders are subject to acceptance by ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. in accordance with our “Terms of Sale”, 
regardless of any form in which a purchase order is submitted. Customer agrees to pay for the products according to the payment 
terms set at the time of order. In the event Customer fails to make any payment to ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. when payment is 
due, Customer’s entire account(s) with ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. shall become immediately subject to service and/or interest 
charges at the lesser rate of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate permitted by law.

MINIMUM ORDER
Minimum order for established accounts will be $100.00 List. A $10.00 Handling Charge will be applied to all order under $100.00 
List.

TITLES & DAMAGES
Merchandise will be delivered FOB Factory and title passes to buyer upon delivery of merchandise to a common carrier for shipment 
to buyer. Should damage occur, it is the Consignee’s responsibility to notify the delivering carrier within 48 hours. Retain all cartons, 
packing material and merchandise for carrier inspection. ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. Customer Service at 1.800.228.2346 or 
1.310.353.2300 within 48 hours to notify damage. We are willing to assist in filing claims, but the filing is Consignee’s responsibility.

SHORTAGES/ERRORS
A) SHORTAGE OF MERCHANDISE
Contact ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. Customer Service at 1.800.228.2346 or 1.310.353.2300 to report any shortage of
merchandise within 48 hours of receipt.
B) ERRORS
ALCO Designs / Vege Mist Inc. is not responsible for typographical errors made in the act of quoting, acknowledgements,
publications or invoices. All such errors are subject to correction. 

We accept VISA, Mastercard + Discover     

www.alcodesigns.com  |  800.228.2346ALCO DESIGNS
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Many industry leaders stop by to pay us a visit and end up walking away with new concepts and design directions that 
help them shape the look and feel of their stores. Come in for the opportunity to touch and feel the products before you 
put them in your store. Feel free to call and schedule an appointment with one of our friendly sales associates today!

We are armed with adventurous thinkers to keep up with the latest and greatest trends in merchandising solutions 
for your store. We are constantly upgrading this department to provide you with access to top of the line technology 
combined with knowledgeable staff. And finally, we have the capability to give you a clear vision of how your store will 
look with our merchandising displays. See an example below.

Alco designs showroom

Alco designs design center
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the green initiative

This catalog was printed on recycled paper       A digital version is available upon request

If you are currently viewing this on the computer, thank you.

We are dedicated to expanding our product line through the development of new, 
innovative merchandising solutions. We are consistently pushing to think outside the box 
and use the latest materials and technologies available to create merchandising displays 
of the highest quality. Our goal is to design products that improve profitability and ensure 

a quick return on your investment, while improving product presentation.  

As a responsible 
manufacturer, ALCO 

DESIGNS has pledged 
to utilize all raw 

materials to their full 
potential.

We commit to 
REDUCE, REUSE 

and RECYCLE all waste 
materials created by 
our manufacturing 

process.

Ask us about FSC 
certified products. 

If we make an effort 
today, TOGETHER we 
can create a greener 

tomorrow.

our mission stAtement
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revolutionary  technology

No Flavor       No Odor       No Discoloration

Zinc is generally recognized as Safe (GRAS) and is permitted for use in plastics for the food industry.

We found a technology developed by a European Plastics company that recently 
launched a biomimetic Solution for Anti-Microbial Plastics in mass production. 
We currently have the capability to add Sani-concentrates to our plastic sheets 
to safely create self-sanitizing products giving our Fresh Merchandising displays 

an Anti-Microbial property of up to 99% in less than 24 hours.

99%

Sani-concentrates
contains the trace 

element Zinc. Zinc is a 
mineral found in our food 
like spinach, chocolate 

and meat.

Plastic infused with 
Zinc creates a hostile 

environment for bacteria 
growth giving extra  
shelf life for your 

produce on display.

Zinc used in plastics 
does not migrate outside 

of the plastic, thus 
giving no any “additives” 

to the produce sitting  
on the display.

new Anti-microBiAl plAstics

Anti-microbial property of up to
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6 Alco designs

VWALL
                                Vertical merchandising 
The vertical merchandising system creates an eye catching and plentiful appearance allowing 
the customer to experience fresh and abundant produce with minimal product on display.

Mounting bracket slides 
onto rail track

Bottom riser adjustable 
to different heights

Shelf adjustable to 
different heights

Adjustable base to vary 
pitch of VersaWall

Built-in upright on 
VersaWall

VTRAY
go shelf less with                                 hanging solutions
Showcase your produce in the best light by incorporating our wide selection of shelf 
management trays, spring load pull out shelves and flat steel bottom shelf. Fits on existing case.

Metal frames for shelf 
management trays

BrAnd new products At Alco designs

VersaWall
page 128

VersaTray
page 129
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BrAnd new products At Alco designs

Multilevel Round Bins
page 38

Banana Dry Table Riser
page 36

Contemporary Bin Sleeve
page 15

High Profile Banana Display
page 61

Modular Wooden 
Organic Table

page 43

Contemporary
Round End Table

page 54
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8 Alco designs

Contact us:
Call for customer service or to place an order
1.800.228.2346

Call locally or internationally
Tel. 1.310.353.2300
Fax 1.310.353.2301

Email sales@alcodesigns.com

Stop by our showroom
407 E. Redondo Beach Blvd.
Gardena, Ca 90248

Visit us on the web
www.alcodesigns.com

High Profile 
Banana Display

page 61

Bulk Merchandising 
Display

page 166

Here at ALCO Designs, we are constantly 

changing, growing and renewing. Make 

sure you look for the new button that 

marks all the latest and greatest items 

we have to offer. We have taken into 

consideration you, your store, the economy 

and the environment in developing these 

revolutionary items. So we invite you to turn 

the page and let’s grow together.

BrAnd new products At Alco designs

Contemporary Modular  
Dry Table
page 55

Tortilla Warmer
page 237

Euro Table Starter
page 82

RPC
page 145
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Produce
We offer solutions to virtually all 
your produce display needs; from 
bins to dry tables to outfitting your 
existing wet rack. Turn the page 
and see what makes Alco your 
merchandising display specialist.

coNTeNTS
Bin Tops + Risers .....................................14
Bin Sleeves ..............................................15
Bin Bases ................................................16
Produce Bins ...........................................16
Bin Island Risers ......................................17
Bins Accessories ......................................17
Half Bins ..................................................20
Galvanized Bins .......................................22
Oval Bins .................................................22
Square Bins .............................................24
Multilevel Orchard Bins ............................31
Multilevel Bin Table ..................................32
Bin Risers ................................................34
Square Bin Island Risers ..........................36
Bin Accessories .......................................37
Multilevel Orchard Bins ............................38
Multilevel Round Bins Accessories ...........39
Refrigerated Merchandiser .......................40
Dry Tables ................................................43
Banana Tables .........................................60
Apple Box Tops ........................................62
Banana Box Tops .....................................63
Dry Table Accessories ..............................64
Asset Protection .......................................67
Dry Table Risers  ......................................68
Dry Table End Risers ................................72
Carts ........................................................76
Euro Tables ..............................................79
Euro Table Risers .....................................90
Euro Table End Risers ..............................94
Euro Table Accessories.............................95
Metal Displays ..........................................98
Mobile Metal Displays ............................103
Clear Front Risers ..................................108
Rack Replacement Risers ......................112
Risers ....................................................115
Shelf Management .................................121
Extenders ...............................................133
Accessories ............................................139
Price Track System.................................147
Price Tag Holders ...................................151
Fences ...................................................153
Spice Racks ...........................................155
Bulk Tables ............................................159
Bulk Displays .........................................162
Bulk Accessories ....................................169
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Produce bINS
In this section, you will find a vast assortment of produce bins in several different shapes and 
sizes and manufactured in a variety of materials ranging from plastic or wood to galvanized steel. 
Produce bins are a versatile merchandising tool that are easy to work with and customize for the 
changing seasons in the produce department. Accessories including risers, dividers, bag and 
scale holders as well as a wide variety of pricing options that add to the shopping experience for 
your customers.



WOOD STAIN COlORS

Dark Walnut Dark Cherry Russian Maple Honey Pine Honey Oak New Age Oak

Rustic Maple Vintage Reclaimed

NEW PlASTIC COlORS

Acajou Mahogany Black Russian MaplePacific Gray

GAlVANIZED STEEl

Galvanized
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BIN TOP
Choose from an assortment of Bin Tops for 
the one that best suits your needs.

BIN SlEEVE
We offer a wide variety of Bin Sleeves to 
complement virtually any existing decor.
Add your store logo or other message for 
a customized look.

BIN BASE
Our Bin Bases lift your display off the floor 
to comply with health codes and pallet jack 
access to facilitate moving a full display.

bIN comPoNeNTS

AvAILAbLe coLorS
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Bl101
bin Top
Maintain the high volume look of selling 
truckloads of produce, while reducing 
spoilage due to crushing weight damage.
Available Sizes
Bl101 47”×39”×5” [120×99×13cm]
Bl101F 47”×39”×5” [120×99×13cm] - 0” depth

Bl101-D  | Bl101-F
Insert dummy for bL101
This flat insert dummy is used with the 
Bl101 bin. leaving only 2”[5cm] depth 
in the bin. Bl101-F fits inside of Bl101 to 
create a completely flat surface.
Available Sizes
Bl101-D Dummy goes inside bin top
Bl101-F Dummy goes over bin top

Bl102
bin Top
A shallower version of our Bl101 top for 
the same high volume look with even less 
product.
Available Sizes
Bl102  47”×39”×3” [120×99×8cm] - 3”[8cm] depth
Bl102S 47”×39”×3” [120×99×8cm] - ½”[2cm] depth

BlP
Pyramid bin Insert

Bl103
Partitioned bin Top

Riser inserts create an abundant 
presentation with minimal product. This 
effect maximizes your profits by reducing 
spoilage. Fits the Bl101 + Bl102 tops.

Merchandise multiple items in one bin. 
This deep profile bin liner has a built in 
divider and holds massive quantities.

BlP2  |  BlP3
Flat Top Pyramid bin Insert

Bl104
Pyramid bin Top

Bl601
Four compartment bin Top

Bl163
4 Step Herb riser Top

The flat tops on these pyramids are perfect 
for cross merchandising or, use with 
one of our top pedestals for an engaging 
presentation.
Available Sizes
BlP3  4”[11cm] high
BlP2  6”[16cm] high

Bin top with 9”[23cm] high built-in 
pyramid riser. Gives a consistently high 
look without a lot of product.

Our four compartment 
bin top features four 
8½”[22cm] deep 
compartments that are 
great for merchandising 
bulk items. Optional 
acrylic lid with handles 
available.
Available Acrylic Kit
Bl601-lID Acrylic Kit

This bin top has 4 stepped compartments 
that are perfect for easily showcasing those 
hard to merchandise herbs or asparagus.

bIN ToPS + rISerS

Available Acrylic Kit
Bl601-lID Acrylic Kit
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bIN SLeeveS

BlW108
contemporary bin Sleeve

BlW107
contemporary bin Sleeve

New contemporary style bin sleeve. 
Available in our new mahogany color.

Unique contemporary design on this 
bin sleeve allows for more surface 
area for your custom logo creating 
brand awareness in your store.

Bl101-BAN
bin Liner banana riser
Banana display in a compact bin. 
Optional wood post with wire hooks to 
improve the presentation.

Bl-CARDBOARD
cardboard bin Sleeve

BlW100  |  BlW101
bin Sleeve

Triple thick, corrugated cardboard 
orchard bin sleeve compatible with all 
of our octagonal bin tops and bases. 
Available in 2 different heights and 
comes in kraft (cardboard) color.
Available Sizes
Bl-CARDBOARD24  
24”[61cm] high
Bl-CARDBOARD30  
30”[76cm] high

Replace those old worn cardboard bin 
sleeves with a long lasting, durable 
plastic sleeve. Customize your sleeve 
with your store logo, leave blank, or use 
our standard “Fresh Produce” logo.
Available Sizes
BlW100  
28”[71cm] high
BlW101  
32”[82cm] high

Along with your BlP2 riser, you 
can now highlight your produce 
by adding this special pedestal. 
Great for cross merchandising. 

BlP2-TOP
bLP2 Top Pedestal



BlW100-72
6’[183cm] Wooden bin

BlW-OCT
octagonal bin

like our classic orchard style produce bin only bigger! 
Built in divider allows you to merchandise two items 
on this impressive 6’ bin.

Eight sided bin with 
optional acrylic fence. 
Shown with wood look 
cardboard sleeve.
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Bl110  |  Bl110-6
bin base

Bl110W  |  Bl110-6W
bin base with Wheels

lift your displays off the ground! Pallet jack accessibility makes 
moving your full displays a breeze, eliminates the hazardous pallet 
from the store.
Available Sizes
Bl110  4”[11cm] high
Bl110-6  6”[16cm] high

Using the Bl110, we added the wheels so you can move the base 
yourself to the perfect display spot.  
Available Sizes
Bl110W  4”[11cm] high
Bl110-6W  6”[16cm] high

Produce bINS

BlW-COR
corrugated Galvanized Steel 
bin Sleeve
Corrugated steel adds upscale 
contemporary look to your department. 
This bin is great when used for iced 
produce or seafood displays. Custom 
height available.

BlW100-WOOD
Wooden Produce bin

Carry the orchard style over from your dry 
tables to your wood bins. Rugged and 
good looking, these bins will spruce up any 
produce department.

BlW100-WM
octagonal Wooden bin 

All around solid lumber construction. 
Includes steel boots with levelers. Knock 
down design minimizes shipping costs. 
Easy to clean black ABS plastic top.

bIN bASeS

on this impressive 6’ bin.
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BlM

BlM2

bIN AcceSSorIeS

BlP4-P
Price cube for bLP4
Optional pricing kit for the Four Bin 
Pyramid Riser. Sits perfectly atop a BlP4 
riser providing the perfect place for 
pricing on your bin island.

BlM-P
bin connector Price channel cube

BlP4
Four bin Pyramid riser

For use with our BlM Bin Connector which 
fills the gap between bins when building 
an island display. The BlM-P is perfect 
for displaying your pricing in a clear, 
convenient place for your customers to see. 

This durable Pyramid Riser sits atop a four 
bin island, is easy to load and creates a 
massive display with minimal product. It’s 
an economical alternative to a dry table.

Bl101-DK
bL101 divider Kit
3 piece divider kit for our Bl101, is 
adjustable for merchandising flexibility, 
and great for bulk candy or other small 
items in smaller quantities.

BlM-P

BlM

bIN ISLANd rISerS

BlM  |  BlM2
bin connectors 
For use with any of our octagonal bin tops.  
Fills the gap between bins when building an 
island display and keeps your department 
clean and organized.
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octagon Wooden bin

Pacific Gray bin Sleeve

russian maple bin Sleeve
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black bin Sleeve

Wooden orchard bin Sleeve

cardboard bin Sleeve orchard Style bin Sleeve
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contemporary bin Sleeve
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BlW201-COMP
Plastic customizable Half bin

Bl16
compact All-Purpose bin

Bl22-6
compact All-Purpose bin

This easy to move half bin comes complete and is customized with 
your store logo. Great for wet rack or dry table spill-off displays.

This compact bin can be used in any department to display small, 
hard to merchandise items. New contemporary style bin sleeve, 
available in our new mahogany color.

This compact bin can be used in any department to display small, 
hard to merchandise items. Add your custom logo for brand 
recognition. Add a drain kit and use as an ice display.

Bl302
Two compartment Half bin
This complete bin comes equipped with two 8”[21cm] deep 
compartments perfect for bulk items. Shown with optional 
acrylic lid kit with handles (Bl302-lID) and cardboard sleeve.

Bl302-W
Wooden Half bin
Solid wood half bin is great when used as an extender for 
your wooden Dry Tables, or as a stand alone display.

Bl302-COR
corrugated Half bin
Half bin provides merchandising flexibility when space is limited. 
Corrugated steel sides create a unique look.   
Also available in a cardboard sleeve.

HALF bINS
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STR3  |  STR4
round Galvanized bin

BlO100
Large oval bin

This multi-purpose galvanized bin comes complete with a 5”[13cm] 
deep ABS top, 6”[16cm] high clear fence and a drain kit making this 
a perfect display for iced produce.  Four heavy duty casters assist in 
moving this display to where it’s needed most in the department or in 
the store.  
Available Sizes
STR3  36”[92cm] Round
STR4  48”[122cm] Round

This island bin has contemporary appeal, is great for use as an ice 
table, and is available with an optional drain kit.

STR3-D
round Galvanized bin

BlO100-COR
corrugated Large oval bin

Similar to our Round Galvanized bin but with an extra deep 8”[21cm] 
ABS top that holds a large capacity of product; use with the included 
drain kit to keep things fresh on ice.

Corrugated steel is an attractive addition to virtually any décor. 
Great for produce, seafood or general merchandise.  
Optional drain kit available.

STO4-I
oval Galvanized bin with Inset Plastic Liner
Similar to our STO4, this bin features an inset plastic liner that, 
once full, gives a very sleek, streamlined look to your department.

STO4
oval Galvanized bin
Functional and mobile, this bin comes with a 5”[13cm] deep ABS 
top and heavy casters. Optional clear fence, or drain kit for wet or 
iced produce.

GALvANIzed ANd ovAL bINS
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BlSS5
Slat Sided 5-Level Square bin
One bin with five different merchandising 
capabilities. The Slat Sided design gives you the 
flexibility to adjust the bottom to achieve a bin 
depth from 3”[8cm] to 22”[56cm] so you can 
merchandise limes one day and watermelons 
the next. Great spot merchandising display for 
any department.
Available Sizes
BlS48_SS5  48”×48”×32” [122×122×82cm]
BlS36_SS5  36”×36”×32” [92×92×82cm]
BlS3648-SS5  36”×48”×32” [92×122×82cm]

SHIPS KNocKed-doWN

OBW363632
Slat Sided 4-Level Square bin

OBW484832
Slat Sided 4-Level Square bin

Slat sided wood display with 4 levels. Top slides out to adjust depth. 
Other sizes available.

Slat sided wood display with 4 levels. Top slides out to adjust depth. 
Other sizes available.

Same concept as BlSS5 in all wood construction. Simple design bin with an organic and farm feel. Removable bottom panel provide 
different depth level configuration accommodating a wide variety of products.

SquAre bINS

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5
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ob3625
Square orchard bin

OBP-1822-P
Plastic bin

DTP200b
Plastic orchard bin

Includes built in recessed bag and tie 
dispenser. Economy model also available 
without bag dispenser (DTP200), comes 
in black or tan color.
Available Sizes
DTP200b-36  36”×36”×36” [92×92×92cm]
DTP200b-48  48”×48”×36” [122×122×92cm]

optional Tops
DTT235 DTT200 DTT201 DTT202 DTT211 DTT210

Use alone or together, 3 
different heights create 
a dynamic display when 
staggered to create an 
island produce display.   
Leave the top flat or pick 
from several optional 
produce risers to create a 
massive look with minimal 
product. 
Available Sizes
ob3625 
36”×36”×25” [92×92×64cm]
ob3633 
36”×36”×33” [92×92×84cm]
ob3633 
36”×36”×41” [92×92×104cm]

Plastic orchard bin with a 
realistic “wood” look is light 
weight for mobility. Vintage 
reclaim plastic color bin 
sleeve. Plastic top with 
metal boots leg. Interior 
screws. Use multiple bins 
to create a produce island.
Available Sizes
obP-3636-P 
36”×36”×33” [92×92×84cm]
obP-1822-P 
18”×22”×28” [31×56×72cm]
obP-3618-P 
36”×18”×28” [92×46×72cm]
obP-4848-P 
48”×48”×33” [122×122×84cm]

DTP201b
Plastic orchard bin  
with Pallet Jack access
Pallet jack accessibility makes this unit 
easy to move. built in recessed bag and 
tie dispenser included. Economy model 
also available without bag dispenser 
(DTP201), comes in black or tan color.
Available Sizes
DTP201b-36  36”×36”×36” [92×92×92cm]
DTP201b-48  48”×48”×36” [122×122×92cm]

optional Tops
DTT235 DTT201 DTT202 DTT211

DTP202b
Plastic orchard bin  
with casters
Casters give this unit mobility as needed 
for specials or cross merchandising. 
built-in recessed bag and tie dispenser 
included. Economy model also available 
without bag dispenser (DTP202), comes 
in black or tan color.
Available Sizes
DTP202b-36 36”×36”×36” [92×92×92cm]
DTP202b-48 48”×48”×36” [122×122×92cm]

optional Tops
DTT235 DTT201 DTT202 DTT211

DTW200b
Wood orchard bin

Give your department that “down home 
farmers market” feel. built in recessed 
bag and tie dispenser included. Economy 
model also available without bag 
dispenser (DTW200).
Available Sizes
DTW200b-36 36”×36” [92×92cm]
DTW200b-48 48”×48” [122×122cm]

optional Tops
DTT235 DTT201 DTT202 DTT211 DTT210

DTW201b
Wood orchard bin  
with Pallet Jack access
Pallet jack accessibility makes this unit 
easy to move. built-in recessed bag and tie 
dispenser included. Economy model also 
available without bag dispenser (DTW201).
Available Sizes
DTW201b-36 36”×36” [92×92cm]
DTW201b-48 48”×48” [122×122cm]

optional Tops
DTT235 DTT201 DTT202 DTT211 DTT210

DTW202b
Wood orchard bin  
with casters
Casters give this unit mobility as needed 
for specials or cross merchandising. 
built in recessed bag and tie dispenser 
included. Economy model without bag 
dispenser available (DTW202).
Available Sizes
DTW202b-36 36”×36” [92×92cm]
DTW202b-48 48”×48” [122×122cm]

optional Tops
DTT235 DTT201 DTT202 DTT211 DTT210

realistic “wood” look is light 
weight for mobility. Vintage 
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BlS36WOOD
Square orchard Wood bin

BLS36-BB
4 compartment 36” Square bulk Foods bin

BLS36BAN
banana display

Bin has an ABS base and a 5”[13cm] deep top. Order with optional 
drain kit and use as an ice bin.
Available 8”[21cm] Depth Inserts
BlS36i  36”×36”×32” [92×92×82cm]

Perfect bin to merchandise bulk beans, rice or dried 
chillies. 4 compartments at 7¾” deep with acrylic lids that 
clearly show the product. Optional scoops available.

Double sided banana riser turns your 3”×3”[92×92cm] orchard bin into 
a banana display. Put 2 or more side by side for a dramatic run and 
watch banana sales go up. Banana riser shown sitting atop BlS36 bin.

BlS36
Square orchard bin
Give your department a “farm stand” feel with this square Orchard 
Bin. Bin has an ABS base and a 5”[13cm] deep top. Order with 
optional drain kit and use as an ice bin. Ships knocked down to 
reduce shipping cost. Plastic sides also available in other colors.
Available 8”[21cm] Depth Inserts
BlS36i 36”×36”×32” [92×92×82cm]36”×36”×32” [92×92×82cm]

SquAre bINS

watch banana sales go up. Banana riser shown sitting atop BlS36 bin.
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Sneeze
Guard

BlS4840-ICE
Ice bin with Sneeze Guard

DTW4884
Heavy duty bin with Two compartments

Versatile square ice bin with sneeze guard. Comes with drain kit. 
Access door allows easy access to drain bucket. Knocks down for 
storage.
Available Sizes 
BlS48D 48”×40”×32” [122×102×82cm]  Without Sneeze Guard

High volume bin designed to hold large bulky items such as watermelons or bagged potatoes. Solid frame reinforcements with a “Z” bar design on 
the outside and easy to clean melamine on the inside. All edges protected with aluminum to stand up to abuse in the busiest of stores.
Available Sizes
DTW4872  72”×48”×32” [183×122×82cm]
DTW4884  84”×48”×32” [214×122×82cm]

ITW200  |  ITP200
Wood & Plastic orchard bin Style Ice Table
Ice helps extend the shelf life of your produce. Easy access drain hose for emptying reservoir, top tray is insulated to slow melting. 
Shown with optional water reservoir. Available in wood or plastic and comes with casters for ease of mobility. 
Available Sizes
ITW200-36 & ITP200-36   36”×36”×38” [92×92×97cm]
ITW200-48 & ITP200-48   48”×48”×38” [122×122×97cm]

ITP200-36

ITW200-36

Door
Open

Shelf
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DTW411
orchard bin Pod
Orchard bin with a center pyramid riser. Riser allows 
massive presentation with minimal produce. Sturdy rod 
across each panel to hold a visible sign holder.

DTW410
Slat Side orchard bin

DTW410S-36
Two Shelves orchard bin

Knock down orchard style bin with heavy duty black ABS top that is 
easy to clean and maintain.  Metal boots add durability and come with 
levelers that can be adjusted to off-set uneven floors.
Available Sizes
DTW410-48 48”×48”×37” [122×122×94cm]
DTW410-36 36”×36”×37” [92×92×94cm]

Similar to DTW410, this elegant orchard bin has two shelves for cross 
merchandising.

SquAre bINS
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BLS-SW
Slatted Wood bin

DTW300
High Acrylic Fence bin
Perfect bin for merchandising packaged products. Acrylic 
3/8”[1cm] thickness for durability. Made of solid lumber wood 
construction. Bin designed for pallet jacket access.

POB4848
Pine orchard bin
This Pine Orchard Bin has open pallet 
jack access at base for easy mobility. 
Outfitted with a 3”[8cm] deep liner 
to keep product in place. Optional 
dividers available (POBD).
Available Sizes
POB3636 36”×36”×33” [92×92×84cm]
POB4848 48”×48”×33” [122×122×84cm]

Sturdy metal shelves framing with slatted wood design. This bin gives 
a contemporary feel to your department. Heavy duty casters for quick 
mobility.
Available Sizes
BlS-SW36 
36”×36”×36”  
[92×92×92cm]
BlS-SW30 
36”×36”×30”  
[92×92×77cm]
BlS-SW26 
36”×18”×26½”  
[92×92×68cm]

DTW237
Wooden orchard Style bulk bin
2 compartment 48x48 bulk bin is perfect for large quantities 
of bulk. Optional lid kit available.
Optional lid Kit
DTW237l

DTW412
orchard bin
Two sided shelves 
bin perfect for 
merchandising 
packaged products. 
Heavy duty casters 
for quick mobility. 
Great for areas with 
high foot traffic. 
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SquAre bINS
mB-SeT
metal Frame orchard bins
Three different contemporary table sizes to allow multiple configurations. 
Stepped risers in a variety of shapes creates a unique and attractive 
presentation for your produce. Optional openings on sides for paper bags.

MB-TABlE
metal orchard Table
Scalable metal wood table. Four 
stepped risers in mid section of 
table provides a stadium style 
produce display. Add matching 
endcaps to complete the table.

OBMR-RC

OBMR-RS

OBMR-Sl

OBMR-RT

OBMR-ST

OBMR-ST

OBM-363641
OBMR-RS & OBMR-Sl

RISERS

Configuration Size
124”x124”x38”

[315x315x97cm]

OBM-362427
OBMR-ST RISER

OBM-363633
OBMR-RT & OBMR-ST

RISERS

MB-END
OBMR-EC RISER

OBM-363633
OBMR-4R RISER
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OBP-484032-W
48x40x32 Knock down bin

OBP-361821-W  |  OBP-361827-W
36x18x21 or 36x18x27 Knock down bin

OBP-363633-W
36x36x33 Knock down bin

OBP-182227-W
18x22x27 Knock down bin

OBP-361221-W
36x12x21 Knock down bin

Multiple levels create an interesting display that is easy to merchandise and shop. Solid wood sides are made even more durable with metal 
accents that protect the legs and provide a supportive base for the high quality plastic. Available in 6 different sizes that can be arranged in 
several different configurations. All bins knock down flat for minimized shipping cost.

36”×36”×33” 
[92×92×84cm]

36”×18”×27” 
[92×46×69cm]

36”×18”×21” 
[92×46×54cm]

36”×18”×27” 
[92×46×69cm]

Dual depth tops for merchandising flexibility. Available 
optional heavy duty plastic riser with non-absorbant 
ABS plastic material for easy cleaning.

muLTILeveL orcHArd bINS
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Bl700-161617
16x16x17 bin Topper

Bl700-242434
24x24x34 bin

BL700-363622
36x36x22 bin

Bl700-243628
24x36x28 bin

BL700 SeT
5’ x 5’ [153x153cm] multilevel bin Table Series

Corner Brackets

24”×36”×28” 
[61×92×71cm]

36”×36”×22” 
[92×92×56cm]

24”×24”×34” 
[61×61×87cm]

24”×36”×28” 
[61×92×71cm]

Multiple levels create an interesting display that is easy to merchandise and 
shop.  This attractive display is available with wood or plastic sides and with  
or without corner brackets.  See page 9 for available wood finishes,  
plastic bin sets available in black or wood print.

muLTILeveL bIN TAbLe
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PEDRND
round Pedestal

PeDSQ-LG
Large Square Pedestal

PEDSQ-SM
Small Square Pedestal

OB800-3636
36x36x36 or 36x36x32 bin
Available Sizes
OB800-363636 36”×36”×36” [92×92×92cm]
OB800-363632 36”×36”×32” [92×92×82cm]

OB800-363625
36x36x25 bin

OB800 SeRIeS
6’x6’ [183x183cm] russian maple Wooden orchard bin Set

OBT100
6’x12’ [183x366cm] orchard bin Set

Wedge bins series 
which allows for several 
different configurations. 
Optional pedestal risers 
available in various 
shapes and sizes.

Orchard bin table featuring 36”×36”[92×92cm] orchard bins 
with angled endcap bins. Topped with our standard risers to 
create a unique shopping experience.

which allows for several 
different configurations. 
Optional pedestal risers 
available in various 
shapes and sizes.

36”×36”×36” 
[92×92×92cm]

36”×36”×32” 
[92×92×82cm]

36”×36”×32” 
[92×92×82cm]

36”×36”×35” 
[92×92×89cm]
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BLSP
square Bin Pyramid riser
Add height to your square bin 
displays and create a massive 
presentation with minimal product.
Available Sizes
BLSP-36  30”×30”×6½” [77×77×17cm]
BLSP-36D1 30”×30”×6½” [77×77×17cm]
BLSP-36D2 30”×30”×6½” [77×77×17cm]
BLSP-48  42”×42”×6½” [107×107×17cm]
BLSP-36H 30”×30”×11” [77×77×28cm]

BLSP-36

BLSP-36H BLSP-48

BLSP-36D1 BLSP-36D2

Bin risers

Available Sizes
DTD210-36 36”×36”×3” [92×92×8cm]
DTD210-48 48”×48”×3” [122×122×8cm]

DT210
3” deep Flat orchard Bin Top

DTD200
3 step High Profile orchard Bin Top

Available Sizes
DTD200-36 36”×36”×14” [92×92×36cm]
DTD200-48 48”×48”×14” [122×122×36cm]

DTD202
High Profile one step Top with 
Built-in riser
Available Sizes
DTD202-36 36”×36”×8” [92×92×21cm]
DTD202-48 48”×48”×8” [122×122×21cm]

DTD211
Add-on step For orchard Bin Top
For use with DTD210 

Available Sizes
DTD211-36 22”×22”×6” [56×56×16cm]

DTD212
deep orchard Bin Triangle Top

DTD234
Two compartment orchard Bin Top
Available Sizes
DTD234-48 48”×48” [122×122cm]

Available Sizes
DTD212-36 36”×36”×3” [92×92×8cm]

DTD201
3” deep Flat orchard Bin Top
Available Sizes
DTD201-36 36”×36”×3” [92×92×8cm]
DTD201-48 48”×48”×3” [122×122×8cm]

Available Sizes
DTD213-36 36”×36”×3” [92×92×8cm]

DTD213
Asparagus orchard Bin Top
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PTR21
Four Step orchard bin riser

BlS36-DK
bLS divider Kit

PTR24
Small orchard bin Step riser

Use on existing 48”×48” [122×122cm] 
orchard bins. Step design accommodates both 
packaged and loose produce giving you a full 
presentation with minimum product.

Create four useful compartments in 
your orchard bin with this divider kit to 
maximize your merchandising capabilities.

For use with 36”×36” [92×92cm] orchard 
bins. Molded lip holds product in place. 
Small enough to store inside the bin when 
not in use.

PTR23
Two Step orchard bin riser

DTD211-2
divider Kit for dTd211 Top

PR73-OB
Two Step orchard bin riser

Use on new or existing 48”×48” [122×122cm] 
orchard bins. Molded lip holds product in 
place and flat top can be used for cross 
merchandising.

This optional divider kit allows you to 
merchandise different types of produce on 
one bin. Excellent for displaying smaller 
amounts of produce (such as organics).

Use on new or existing 36”×36” [92×92cm] 
orchard bins. Two step compartment to hold 
product in stadium style.

PTR22
Slant Step orchard bin riser

DTD201-xD36  |  DTD201-xD48
bLS High Profile divider Kit

PTR405
4 Step orchard bin curved riser

Slant riser offers a massive effect.  
Use on new or existing 60”×60” [153×153cm] 
or 72”×72” [183×183cm] orchard bins.

This high-profile divider kit allows you to 
merchandise 4 different items all in one bin.  
The extra height lets you merchandise more 
product in each section of the bin. Available 
for 36”[92cm] or 48”[122cm] bins.

Create an upscale, contemporary look in your 
department with your 4’ x 4’ [122×122cm] 
bin.  Extra height and rounded presentation 
will draw attention and increase sales in any 
produce department.
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BlSP4
Four bin Pyramid riser
This durable Pyramid Riser sits atop a four bin island, is easy 
to load and creates a massive display with minimal product. 
Use on (4) 36”×36” [92×92cm] bins.

BlR36E
dual orchard bin riser
Dual Orchard Bin Riser fits over two 36”×36” [92×92cm] bins. 
Gives a massive presentation with less produce. 

DTR401E
curved dry Table end riser & Add on Top
For use with existing dry tables or modular cubes, extends merchandising 
presentation over the edge of the table. Optional top can be installed or 
removed for a lower presentation. Use on 36”×36” [92×92cm] bins.

DTSR101E
Steel Table 4-Step end riser
Dividers for added strength and organization on this 4 step high profile 
end riser, which are built up all around to hold product in place. 
Use two risers on four 48”×48” [122×122cm] bins back to back.

DTR401BAN
banana dry Table riser
Riser made specifically to display bananas or tropicals. 
Use 2 back to back on a 6’x6’ display. Curved riser 
steps fit nicely with the contour of the bananas. 
DTR401-BB optional pad.

SquAre bIN ISLANd rISerS
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BlBDF
upright bag dispenser

BlPTHU-10
Hanging Sign and Holder

BlBD | BDCU
bin bag Holder | bag Holder cup

Upright bag dispenser 
can be placed 
anywhere in your 
department and height 
makes it easy to reach 
bags. Shown with an 
optional cup for twist 
ties (BDCU).  
36”[92cm] height 
is great for ADA 
regulations.
Available Sizes
BlBDF36 36”[92cm] high
BlBDF55 55”[140cm] high

Great for use with 
any of our wide 
selection of bins. 
Steel base easily 
slides under the 
bin to hold the 
sign visibly in 
place. 

For use with most bins. Conveniently holds 
most size produce bags, made from long 
lasting steel with powder coat finish. Bag 
holder cup holds bag  
ties and sits on top of bag  
dispenser. Made of matching  
black powder coated steel.

DTBD
recessed bag dispenser

BlSH
Scale Holder

DTST-55
Table Top Scale

The ideal solution to the typically messy 
conventional bag dispenser, Can be added 
to most new or existing dry table.  
(Includes twist-tie dispenser).

Conveniently 
places scale 
within customer 
reach. Designed 
to hold most 
scales. Durable 
steel construction 
with powder 
coated black 
finish. (Scale sold 
separately).

This table-top scale will help you keep a 
low-profile look in your department. The scale 
comes with a detachable bowl and can be 
placed on a “stand-alone” side-table or on top 
of your existing produce table. 55 lbs capacity.

BlBDPTH-6S
bin Slotted Pricing rail

BlSB2
Free Standing Scale and 
dual bag Stand

DTSC
Hanging Scale

6-slot pricing kit is the perfect solution to 
pricing the items showcased in your bins.  
Fits on top of BlBD bag holder. Available 
with or without woodframe.
Available Styles
BlBDPTH-6S Regular
BlBDPTH-6SW Wood Frame

Free standing scale 
holder can be 
conveniently placed 
wherever necessary 
and dual bags 
compensate for high 
volume situations. 
(Scale sold separately).

A shopping necessity:  
8”[21cm] diameter dial, 
two sided, 22 lbs. [10kg] 
capacity, 12”[31cm] 
diameter stainless steel 
pan. Shows Kilos + 
Pounds.

A shopping necessity: 
8”[21cm] diameter dial, 
two sided, 22 lbs. [10kg] 
capacity, 12”[31cm] 
diameter stainless steel 
pan. Shows Kilos + 

bIN AcceSSorIeS
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Available Sizes
BlWCIR-B21 21x12    21”×12” [54×31cm]
BlWCIR-B30 30x27    30”×27” [77×69cm]
BlWCIR-B33 42x33    42”×33” [107×84cm]

BlWCIR-B38 42x38    42”×38” [107×97cm]
BlP2-TOP ROUND       21”×12” [54×31cm]

Available Sizes
BlWCIR-O21 21x12    21”×12” [54×31cm]
BlWCIR-O30 30x27    30”×27” [77×69cm]
BlWCIR-O33 42x33    42”×33” [107×84cm]

BlWCIR-O38 42x38    42”×38” [107×97cm]
BlP2-TOP ROUND       21”×12” [54×31cm]

Available Sizes
BlWCIR-P21 21x12    21”×12” [54×31cm]
BlWCIR-P30 30x27    30”×27” [77×69cm]
BlWCIR-P33 42x33    42”×33” [107×84cm]

BlWCIR-P38 42x38    42”×38” [107×97cm]
BlP2-TOP ROUND       21”×12” [54×31cm]

Multi level round bins are an eye catching addition to your produce department. With several different styles 

to choose from, there is bound to be one that suits your existing decor. Add-on risers and pedestals to create 

visually appealing displays. Available in plastic or wood.

BlWCIR-B
round orchard bins - barrel Style

BlWCIR-O
round orchard bins - orchard Style

BlWCIR-P
round orchard bins - raised Panel

muLTILeveL rouNd bINS

42” × 33”
[107×84cm]

30” × 27”
[77×69cm]

21” × 12”
[54×31cm]

42”×38” 
[107×97cm]
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Available Sizes
BlWCIR-30       30”×26” [77×66cm]
BlWCIR-38       38”×33” [97×84cm]
BlWCIR-42       42”×39” [107×99cm]

BLWCIR
round orchard bins Set

42”×39” 
[107×99cm]

38” × 33”
[97×84cm]

30” × 26”
[77×66cm]

Available Sizes
BlWCIR-MC30       30”×26” [77×66cm]
BlWCIR-MC38       38”×33” [97×84cm]
BlWCIR-MC42       42”×39” [107×99cm]

BlWCIR-MC
round orchard bins - metal caps

WCIR-MC42       42”×39” [107×99cm]

42”×39” 
[107×99cm]

38” × 33”
[97×84cm]

30” × 26”
[77×66cm]

BlWCIR-RS
round riser
Create abundant massive 
presentation with minimal 
produce. Add the pedestal 
for cross merchandising.

PTS
Price Stand
Stand alone price track can 
be placed anywhere on a dry 
table. Black coated metal 
frame. Adjustable height.

BlP2-TOP ROUND
bLP2 round Top Pedestal
Spice up your bin with this 
round top pedestal. Great 
for cross merchandising. 
Made of solid ABS material.

muLTILeveL rouNd bINS AcceSSorIeS

Available Sizes
BlWCIR-Dl30       30”×26” [77×66cm]
BlWCIR-Dl38       38”×33” [97×84cm]
BlWCIR-Dl42       42”×39” [107×99cm]

BLWCIR-DL
round orchard bins - dark Legs

WCIR-Dl42       42”×39” [107×99cm]

42”×39” 
[107×99cm]

38” × 33”
[97×84cm]

30” × 26”
[77×66cm]
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reFrIGerATed mercHANdISer

RmS
refrigerated merchandiser
3 to 12 cubic Feet
•	Adjustable	for	chilled	or	 
   frozen product
•	Freezer	Mode:	 
   0-5 Degrees (F)
•	Refrigerated	Mode:	 
   33-38 Degrees (F)
•	Capacity:	3	Cubic	Feet	up	 
   to 12 Cubic Feet
•	Casters	Mobility
•	Warranty:	12	Months,	Parts	 
   and labor for 
 Mechanical Failure
•	Compressor	Warranty:	 
   5 Years, Pro Rated
•	Condenser:	 
   Maintenance Free
•	Voltage:	110,	60hz
•	Running	Amperage:	4
•	8	Foot	Power	Cord
•	Optional	branding	with	your	graphics

exterior size: 29”×21”×30” [74×54×77cm]
capacity: 36 gal [137 liters]
cubic ft: 4.9 cu. ft.
weight: 75 lb [34kg]
basket qty: 1 wire basket

exterior size: 26”×28”×34” [66×72×87cm]
capacity: 29 gal [110 liters]
cubic ft: 3.9 cu. ft.
weight: 110 lb [50kg]
basket qty: 1 wire basket

exterior size: 50”×24”×35” [127×61×89cm]
capacity: 70 gal [265 liters]
cubic ft: 9.5 cu. ft.
weight: 143 lb [65kg]
basket qty: 3 wire basket

refrigerated merchandiser

Rm150 Rm160 Rm328

•	Adjustable	for	chilled	or	frozen	product 
•	Sliding	glass	door	with	keyed	lock 
•	Heavy	duty	casters	for	mobility

Optional branding with your graphics 
on all refrigerated merchandisers

Optional acrylic side panel slots for 
interchangeable posters

MODEL:
VOLUME:

INTERIOR:

EXTERIOR:

RMS2
3 Cubic Feet
25”×13”×15”

[64×33×38cm]
30”×18”×32”

[77×46×82cm]

RM30
3.5 Cubic Feet
27”×15”×15”

[69×38×38cm]
32”×20”×32”

[82×51×82cm]

RMS3
4.2 Cubic Feet
37”×13”×15”

[94×33×38cm]
42”×18”×32”

[107×46×82cm]

RM60
5 Cubic Feet
29”×20”×15”

[74×51×38cm]
34”×25”×32”

[87×64×82cm]

RM80
10 Cubic Feet
44”×21”×20”

[112×54×51cm]
49”×26”×34”

[125×66×87cm]

RM100
12 Cubic Feet
38”×26”×20”

[97×66×51cm]
43”×31”×34”

[163×79×87cm]
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Rm35
refrigerated merchandiser bin
•	Complete	heavy	duty	stainless	steel	 
   perforated surface
•	Raised	housing	vent	to	circulate	air	 
   effectively over product
•	5”	tall	acrylic	fence
•	Wood	orchard	bin	design
•	Metal	corners	for	orchard	bin	 
   protection
•	Fully	adjustable	temperature	panel
•	Additional	sizes	available	with	 
   minimum order of 50 pieces

FRONT VIEW

BACK VIEW




